
Four themes were covered at the Trialogue 
Business in Society Conference 2022: Equitable 
Philanthropy with Vodacom, Inclusive 
Growth in the Green Economy with Nedbank, 
Employee Engagement with Trialogue and 
Future-proofing Development with MTN. 
This report focuses on Futureproofing 
Development.

Conference plenary sessions offered in depth 
coverage of the four themes each morning, 
with keynotes and panel discussions. In the 
afternoons, each of the four themes was 
explored further in small groups, facilitated by 
SynNovation in a highly participative creative 
problem-solving session.
 

The SynNovation approach for creative problem-solving and 
innovative teamwork that was used, is based on the Synectics 
process and principles. It starts with the task owner giving a brief 
background statement on the task, while participants “listen for 
ideas.” Then a wide range of creative ideas are generated, in the 
form of “wishes.” Selected wishes are developed into practical 
actions from which the “task owner” can select and combine 
for implementation. Delegates may also find ideas in these four 
reports that they could adapt for use in their own companies, 
NPOs, projects or even personal lives.

At the end of this report you’ll find some key SynNovation 
concepts. To get more details about the process and principles as 
well as some relevant articles that offer a deeper view into our 
work, you can visit our website www.synnovation.co.za/headlines 
or send us an email to info@synnovation.co.za 
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How can corporate donors best 
support NGOs to future-proof their 
activities and/or organisations?
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MTN with task owner, 
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CONSTRUCTIVE EVALUATION 1
To develop the Emerging Idea into practical Actions

KEY CONCEPTS

Team Ants
I plan to actively collaborate to 
develop a common MER (Monitoring, 
Evaluation, Reporting) system with 
partnership of five years

Team Butterfies
I plan to make the case to corporates 
about inter-NPO collaborations

Team Caterpillars
I plan to develop a ‘tinder’ app for 
donors and NGOs and corporates to 
match, share and collaborate

ANTS EMERGING IDEA 
I plan to actively collaborate to develop a common 
MER (Monitoring, Evaluation, Reporting) system with 
partnership of five years

BENEFITS
• Reveal trends
• To show impact
• Reduce administrative burden
• To product data for research purposes
• Efforts will be to focus on impact
• Eval orientated

CONCERNS & ACTIONS
1. How to capture/agree on relevant indicators? 
2. How to overcome self interest?
3. How can we bring all relevant voices?

1. Get a mandate from government
2. Include a space for qualitative reporting
3. Development independent facilitator/researcher
4. Create communication platforms
5. Work within genres/sectores to define and decide 

on indicators

Two Worlds Excursion. Key actions developed by 
looking at examples from the worlds of entertainment 
and sport, to find ways to overcome concern C, to get 
attention and bring in relevant voices.

6. Make inter-NPO collaboration sexy!
7. Be bolder in approach
8. Peer pressure them for NPOs to get together
9. Get creative in making the case

10. Tell good stories
11. Become more united as an NPO community

BUTTERFLIES EMERGING IDEA 
I plan to make the case to corporates about inter-
NPO collaborations

BENEFITS
• Would increase collaboration with donor and 

governance for under performance
• Increased efficiency
• Best practices sharing
• Monitoring & Evaluation will eliminate duplication 

and double dipping
• Greater impact
• Corporates know who is working and where

CONCERNS & ACTIONS
1. How can we increase contact (communication)? 
2. How can we decrease competition (feel safe)?
3. How can we demonstrate value?

12. Show examples of where it worked/benefits
13. Bring NPOs together
14. Show how it brings value to the corporates and 

CSI
15. Identify gaps - ASK FOR HELP

Two Worlds Excursion. Key actions developed 
by looking at examples from the worlds of crime 
and food, for ways to overcome concern 3, to get 
everyone’s attention and demonstrate value

16. Be opportunistic! Go for everything.
17. Take risks!
18. Celebrate the wins



CONSTRUCTIVE EVALUATION 2
To develop the Emerging Idea into practical Actions

CATERPILLARS EMERGING IDEA 
I plan to develop a ‘tinder’ app for donors and NGOs 
and corporates to match, share and collaborate

BENEFITS
• more efficient donor targeting
• time-saving
• transparency
• streamlined process
• matching donor to NPOs
• improved communication
• data analytics and creation
• foster sense of community

CONCERNS & ACTIONS
1. How can we source funding to develop app? 
2. How can we get buy-in?
3. How can we guarantee credibility of NPOs and 
donors?

19. Approach MTN [partners in ICT] to develop app
20. Do a survey between select donors and NPOs
21. Develop qualify criteria for NPOs and donors
22. Ensure there a due diligence checklist

Two Worlds Excursion. Key actions developed by 
looking at examples from the worlds of religion and 
crime, to find ways to overcome Concern 2, to get 
buy-in into a central app

23. Learn from Sharity 
24. Develop the community  who want to help others
25. Share the rewards and benefits
26. Enhance the spirit of patriotism
27. Validate your giving
28. Budget according to needs of those who can pay



BUTTERFLIES (Selection 1, 9, 12 & 21)
1. I wish NPOs could get honest high-level feedback 

for transparency, respect and human values
2. I wish NPOs could get more honesty and 

openness
3. I wish contact details were up to date
4. I wish there were better lines of communication
5. I wish there was better accuracy on data 

reporting
6. I wish corporates could tell us how they’ve future-

proofed themselves
7. I wish the focus could change from shareholders 

to stakeholders
8. I wish the communication was a two-way street
9. I wish the NPOs were involved in planning
10. I wish there was more exchange and knowledge 

sharing
11. I wish I knew what future-proofing meant
12. I wish corporates could facilitate practical 

collaboration
13. I wish corporates and NPOs could share more 

(lessons, knowledge etc.)
14. I wish our expertise were valued through salaries
15. I wish CSI fundraising could be demystified
16. I wish the measurement for transparency was the 

same for corporates
17. I wish corporates could empower themselves 

around what CSI is actually about
18. I wish we could be less selfish in the NPO sector
19. I wish we were more valued
20. I wish NPOs could move away from being 

competitors and become partners
21. I wish corporates could provide free/accessible 

things to NPOs - including training and capacity 
building

22. I wish corporates valued belonging more

CATERPILLARS (Selection 1,6, 10 & 22)
1. I wish for three to five years of the funding 

support
2. I wish for a independent funding support
3. I wish for a central depository of information 

which is easily accessible to corporate donors
4. I wish for intense investment on issues
5. I wish for partnership over patriarchy
6. I wish for common a monitoring/evaluation 

system,
7. I wish for common leading indicators
8. I wish for NPO democracy
9. I wish for NPO staff development
10. I wish for  active collaboration amongst 

stakeholders
11. I wish for social impact to be on every CEO’s 

scorecard
12. I wish for a 10-year plan for the country
13. I wish for mental health to be on a national 

agenda
14. I wish for companies to create future leaders 

(NPO)
15. I wish for no funder asking for admin % allocation
16. I wish NPO staff can be paid market-related 

salaries
17. I wish for transparency in the funding process
18. I wish for every company to a charity
19. I wish we have electricity
20. I wish for better partnership with government
21. I wish for donors/implementers to be in the field 

together
22. I wish there were mapping trends
23. I wish there are free social applications to report 

social problems
24. I wish for stronger voice for NPO sector

WISH THINKING Wishes from the three groups that 
led to the Emerging Ideas

ANTS (Selection 6, 9 and 20)
1. I wish corporate donors would talk to each other
2. I wish we knew what future-proof means
3. I wish we would be open to tweaking application 

forms based on which NPO is applying [from a 
donor]

4. I wish donors would be open to funding ideas
5. I wish donors would collaborate to better assist 

NPOs
6. I wish there was a tinder for donors and NPOs
7. I wish corporate donors would assist rural NPOs
8. I wish the corporate donors would match bigger 

NPOs with grassroot organisations
9. I wish there was more sharing of challenges and 

solutions
10. I wish there was more funding for individuals and/

or community projects
11. I wish it was easier for individuals to become 

NGOs
12. I wish corporates and NPOs entered into long-

term relationships
13. I wish corporates’ receptions was warmer and 

more open and knowledgeable
14. I wish the websites of corporates were more 

informative
15. I wish corporates could invest in organisations’ 

sustainability
16. I wish corporates would offer courses/training 

in governance, impact assessment and 
management

17. I wish there was skills sharing
18. I wish there was shared services for NPOs
19. I wish CSI managers would understand it’s not 

their money
20. I wish that corporates wouldn’t dictate and really 

listen to the NGOs or experts of an issue

EMAIL  info@synnovation.co.za   |   WEBSITE www.synnovation.co.za

https://synnovation.co.za/


PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK
We asked participants for one word or phrase to capture the 
essence of the break-outs...
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ENERGY REQUIRED FOR 
EMOTIONAL SURVIVAL

• Looking after self
• Challenging others
• Protecting own turf 
• Defensive

ENERGY AVAILABLE FOR 
TASK AND SUCCESS

• Trusting 
• Sharing
• Open-minded
• Encouraging others
• Building on others ideas

Threatening Adversarial Neutral Co-operative Supportive

CREATING THE CLIMATE



POSITIVE + NEGATIVE BEHAVIOURS

• Accept 

• Join

• Build on

• Be open to

• Connect with

• Speculate with

• Set up win-win

• Make it no lose

• Share risk

• Take on faith

• Assume it can be done

• Share the burden of proof

• For a while suspend 
disbelief

• Deal as an equal

• Eliminate status    
and rank

• Give up right to 
punish / discipline

• Support conclusions

• Value the learning           
of mistakes

• Use ambiguity 

• Be optimistic

• Focus on what’s 
going for the idea

• Assume valuable 
implications

• See / find value   
in ideas

• Share the risk 

• Listen approximately

• Stay loose and 
informal

• Protect vulnerable 
beginnings

• Take responsibility     
for understanding

• Jump to favourable 
conclusions

• Waste no time 
evaluating early

• Paraphrase for 
understanding

• Give early support

• Show approval

• Acknowledge

• Attentiveness

• Be interested

• Give credit

• Listen

Positive Behaviours
INCREASE CHANCES OF SUCCESS

• Assume no value          
in idea

• Bored

• Nit-pick

• Interrupt

• Impatient

• No connections

• Put burden of 
proof   on another

• Put on a stony face

• Give no feedback

• Be non-commital

• Cross-examine

• Ask questions

• Be dominant

• Order or direct

• Threaten / warn

• Command

• Demand

• Blame

• Name-call

• Make fun of

• Set up win-lose

• Be competitive

• Be pessimistic

• Preach or 
moralise

• Be judgemental

• Disapprove

• Be critical

• React negatively

• Correct a person

• Discount or put down

• Be cynical or sceptical

• Insist on early precision

• Take ball away from

• Get angry

• Pull rank

• Scare

• Point out only flaws

• Disagree or argue

• Misunderstand

• Challenge

• Inattention

• Don’t join

• Don’t listen

• Act distantly

• Disinterested

• Use silence against

Negative Behaviours
REDUCE CHANCES OF SUCCESS



Assume positive intent
• When people make comments / suggestions  

or ask questions, assume that they mean well
• Use AND rather than BUT, leaving space for 

other people’s viewpoints

Limit questions 
• Questions can make people defensive
• Questions can hide ideas
• Questions can get you into the problem 
• Turn your questions into ideas

Listening for ideas
• Use notepads, clipboards to remind you  

of connections and associations made
• Listen for some understanding - IN
• Listen for ideas - OUT

Speak for easy listening
• Phrase ideas + thoughts as a headline   

followed by a brief background
• Use I wish headlines during idea generation  

to encourage speculative ideas 
• Use How to / How can we headlines  for task 

statements and concerns

=

 How     
     to...

++++++

Share airtime
• Let others have their say and have your say
• It’s not always the most talkative people       

who have the best ideas

Suspend judgement
• Don’t comment on ideas in the wishing phase
• Don’t evaluate any ideas as good or bad
• Suspend judgement in your own mind.

Generate many ideas
• Quantity leads to quality
• Use excursions to generate more ideas

Check understanding
• Paraphrase rather than question
• Don’t evaluate until you have correctly 

understood what has been said

Find value in ideas
• Look for positives, that will help us to   

value even way out ideas
• Build on others’ ideas - crediting also   

builds relationships, people feel valued

Use concerns to give direction
• When developing ideas use How to...   

or How can we... to voice concerns
• Then think of practical actions to overcome 

each concern and build feasibility

 for creative problem solving

SYNNOVATION GROUNDRULES


